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Page D
The Racers defeated Glenville State
56-3. The team
plays the University of Connecticut
this weekend.

Page7
The College Life section features Matt B's,
its first article in a
series about locallyowned, non-franchise
Murray eateries.
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Bush, Kerry vie for swing Votes University
2.5 million veterans in
health care since 2001,
amathis@lhenews.org and
increased outpatient services from 44 to 54 million
Vanessa Childers
patients. He also proposed a
Editor in Chief
vchi ldu.s@thrnews.org
$20 billion increase in overall veteran funding in his
The battle for the White 2005 budget.
House has come to the area · "The increased funding
as President George W. for our veterans is more in
Bush and Sen. John Ke~ry four years than the previous
vie for the votes of Ameri- administration did in eight
can Legionnaires.
years," Bush said.
Tennessee, despite its
In a report, Kerry said the
tendencies to vote Republi- job for veterans will ~ot be
can in national elections, is finished until, among other
considered a battleground things, 320,000 veterans are
state in the November elec- not waiting on disability
tion. Its Electoral College claim decisions, and the tax
votes were cast in Bush's on military widows is
favor in 2000.
repealed.
Bush visited the 86th
"The job will be done
annual 'American Legion when the VA secretary
National Convention Tues- doesn't have to complain
day in Nashville, and Kerry publicly that he needs $L2
followed on Wednesday. billion more because he was
Both presidential candi- turned down by a White
dates delivered campaign House that spent the money
speeches geared toward on tax cuts for those at the
gaining veteran's votes.
top instead," Kerry said. "I
"When it comes to pro- believe veterans come first."
viding first class care for
Both candidates also disour veterans, we 'are getting cussed the war in Iraq. Bush
the job done," Bush said.
justified the invasion by the
Kerry disagreed.
actions of Saddam Hussein,
"Now in recent weeks, including his previous use
you've heard from some of weapons of mass destrucwho claim that the job is tion, invasion of neighborgetting done for veterans," ing countries and the decepKerry said. "Well, I say to tion of the United Nations'
you respectfully, just saying inspectors.
the job is getting done does- · "So I had a ' choice to
n't make it so."
make," Bush said. "Do 1 forIn support of his claim,
Bush said his administration
bas enrolled an additional see CANDIDATES I 3

may build
garage

Adam L. Mathis

Assistant News Editor

Lydia Barrow
Staff Writer
lbarrow@thenews.org

photos by

President George W. Bush waves to the 5,000-plus audience before his
speech at the 86th annual American Legion National Convention In
Nashville Tuesday.
Sen. John Kerry
welcomes
astronaut John
Glenn before
his speech at
the American
Legion's Convention on
Wednesday.
Bush and Kerry
are campaigning heavily in
areas llke Tennessee that are
considered battleground
states for the
November election.
The candidate's
speeches gave
them the
opportunity to
appeal to the
Legion's delegates from all
SO states In one
location.

Driving around parking lots multiple times in search of an opening may
become a thing of the past at Murray
State because of a proposal to construct a parking garage.
Tom Denton, vice president of
Finance and Administrative Services,
said the parking garage is in the preliminary stage of development.
"It's difficult to fund such a large
scale project with solely student fees,"
Denton said. "Although it's a long shot
right now, we have been consulting
with the Murray Transit Authority in
hopes of getting a feasibility study
done. It will, however, occur in the
very distant future."
Although the concept of a parking
garage is new to Murray State, neigh·
boring schools such as Western Kentucky University find them necessary.
Jennifer Tougas, director of parking·
and transport at Western, said the university is about to begin building its
second parking garage.
"The parking garages will double
the capacity for students to park.
Although it costs a little more than 8
million dollars, the parking structure
is a necessity for all expanding universities," Tougas said.
Although Jim Vaughan, assistant
vice president of enrollment management, speculates freshmen enrollment
will slightly decrease, he said the resi- .
dency rate at Murray State at the highest it has ever been.
Jessica Zelesky, senior from
Louisville, said she finds the parking at
Murray State unreasonable.
"I have driven around for more than
15 minutes in search of a parking spot
on many occasions," Zelesky said. "It
would also be good to have your car
somewhere it was protected in case of
hail storms."
Bjarne Hanson, Murray Transit
Authority worker, said the garage is
being considered not only to alleviate
parking at Murray State but for the
community as well.
"An engineering firm out of Orlando, Fla., has been awarded the contract
for the feasibility study," Hanson said.
"Although it's all very speculative
right now, it's estimated the parking
garage will cost in the neighborhood
of $5 million. When the feasibility
study is done, the Murray Transit
Authority will then approach Murray
State in an attempt to get them on
board."

Murray State receives high rankings in magazine's annual report
Charissa Acree
Staff Writer
cac~e@chcnews.org

In a recent issue of U.S.
News & World Report, Murray State was ranked 21st
among master's universities
in the South and second
when affordability was factored into the equation.
According to the 2005
America's Best Colleges
publication of U.S. News &
Worfd Report. a master's
university is one which
offers a full range of undergraduate and master's programs, with few or no doctoral programs.
University President F.
King Alexander said the
"Great
Schools,
Great
Prices" category, in which
Murray State ranked second,

is the most important.
"It's the only category that
takes into account what a
university charges," Alexander said. "The question of
affordability is never even
factored into any of the other
categories that they research
and develop rankings for."
According to the publication, a school's academic
quality is related to the cost
of attendance for a student
receiving average amounts
of financial aid to determine
a school's standing in .the
"Great
Schools,
Great
Prices" category.
Alexander said affordability, as well as academic quality, are important factors for
a university to have.
"We are the South's best
public university ... at the
best price," he said.

Alexander said students
who read U.S. News &
World Report and pay close
attention to rankings, are
students who have the most
choices about where to
attend college.
"I think probably 25 percent of the student popula·
tion coming out of high
school pay attentlop to (the
report),'' Alexander said.
Brad Diggs, sophomore
from Crestwood, said he saw
Murray State's rankings in
U.S. News & World Report
in past years and decided to
visit the University.
"1 liked (Murray State)
because it was a mid-sized
school and it was inexpensive compared to other instate schools,'' Diggs said.
Diggs said he looked at
schools like the University of
\

Kentucky, the University of
Louisville, Center College
and Western Kentucky University.
"(When I visited Murray
State) everyone said hi,"
Diggs said. "I liked the classes the University offered,
and I also liked the facilities."
After spending almost two
years at Murray State, Diggs
said he made the correct
decision.
Alexander said being
included in the report is difticult for public universities
because the variables tend to
favor institutions with high
expenditures and low student enrollments.
''It's nice to be ranked so
high. I know that it is very
difficult for public universities to even be ranked by

U.S. News & World Report,
because the formulas primarily aid small, private universities," he said. "It is a
New England ranking system that has been designed
to compare many New England universities and colleges, which are overwhelmingly private."
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, said
the University is excited and
pleased by the rankings.
"These rankings reaffirm
many things we are doing on
this campus," Robertson
said. "They also show that
peer institutions, guidance
counselors and others are
recognizing what we are
doing."
Robertson said the report
should send a reassuring
message to current students.

Said Robertson: "Our goal
is to maintain what we've
accomplished so far and find
ways to improve in the
future."

--

News Editor: Melissa Kil<.:oynt::

CAMPus BRIEFL'{

A.ssistant News Editor: Acl1m l. Mathi"
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•Police Bectt
Thursday, Aug. 26

Janna Tanner/The News
Krist in Gillingham (left), sopho m or e from Watertown, Wis., and .
Amanda Beasle y (right), junior from Philpot, soak up s ome sun in the
Quad.

Society of engineers
offers new scholarship

The chapter also received an award
for a high number of tax returns prepared per member.

The American Soci~ty of Engineers
is offering a new scholarship at Murray State. The Warren K. Brown Scholarship is available to Murray State and
Indiana State university students.
Students must be a safety, health and
environmental undergraduate.
For more information, phone
Michael Nowack at 847-768-3404 or email him at mnowak@asse.org.

Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity .received
several awards at the fraternity's
national meeting. Two members were
elected to the Grand Council. They
also received awards for service activities.

Peace Corps holds
informational meeting

Art gallery receives
new artwork to display

The Peace Corps will hold an infor·
mational meeting at 6 p.m. Sept. 8 in
Room 104 of the Business Building.
The group is seeking to fill fulltime positions for 2005.
For more information about the group,
' visit http://www.peacccorps.gov/ .

Beta Alpha Psi receives
superior chapter reward
Murray State's chapter of Beta
. Alpha Psi, an accounting fraternity,
received the superior chapter award
~ at their national meeting.

..

Local fraternity achieves
national recognition

Recent paintings by Sandy Miller
Sasso are on display in the Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery on the sixth floor
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The paintings will be on display
through Sept. 17.
Sasso will also deliver a lecture at
S p.m. Sept. 9, followed by a reception.
·

Campus'f!lPefly is compiled by Adam
L Mathis, assistant news editor. If
you would like to submit information
for Campus Briefly, phone 762-4480.

8:27 a.m. A fire alarm was
reported in Elizabeth College.
Facilities Management was notified.
1:24 p.m. A caller reported a pos·
sible missing vehicle from the
Roy Stewart Stadium parking
lot. The vehicle was located at
the Curris Center.
3:45 p.m. An officer reported a
Marshall County traffic sign in a
vehicle at 16th and Olive streets.
Marshall County officials weJ;e
contacted to check for l." oad
signs and a message was left for
the vehicle's owner to contact
the University police.
3:47 p.m. A vehicle on 16th
Street was reported almost hit·
ting pedestrians and heading
toward Five Points. Murray
Police were notified. Subject
was gone upon arrival.

Friday, Aug. 27
2:11 am. An officer at Elizabeth
College reported hearing an
explosion, possibly a transformer. Central Plant was notified.
8:47 a.m. Fire alarms were
reported in Hester and Hart colleges because of power surges.
Facilities Management worked
on the problem.
11:22 a.m. A bookstore employee
requested an officer to respond
to a possible shoplifter. The
individual tried to return books
on the shelf for money. T he
individual had purchased the
books.
2:10 p.m. A student on campus
reported an identity theft via
computer. A report was taken
and the incident is under investigation.
7:24p.m. A caller from Waterfield Library reported a reckless
bicyclist on campus. The subject was gone upon officer's
arrival.
·

Saturday, Aug. 28
1=16 p.m. A panic button was

activated in an elevator in Hester College. A resident adviser
reported the elevators were
working properly.
2:S4 p.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a stolen parking decal from the subject's
truck.
6:24 p.m. A resident adviser
from Hart College reported a
burnt pillow in the hallway.
The pillow was accidentally
melted. Murray's frre marshal
was notified.

Sunday, Aug. 29
l:1S a.m. A caller from Hart College r eported a stream of water
com ing into the front lobby.
Central Plant was notified.
6:SO a.m. _A caller at Hart College reported a male subject
made rude comments to her
and attempted to hit her with
his vehicle. A report was taken
and the incident is under investigation.
1l:S3 a.m. A caller reported a
minor in possession of alcohol
at Roy Stewart Stadium. T he
incident was referred to another department for disciplinary
action.
12:58 p.m. A caller from White
College requested assistance
with a drawer that was nailed
shut. Central Plant was notified.
9:S3 p.m. A resident of Springer
College reported a male in
white car making inappropriate
remarks to her as she walked
from Roy Stewart Stadium to
her car. Subject was gone upon
officer's arrival.

Alarm activation was a malfunction.
9-.29 p.m. A caller reported a
vehicle in the residential college circle which matched the
description of the vehicle
involved in a previous incident
of inappropriate comments
made to a Springer College resident. The driver was not a stud ent and was told to stay off
campus.

Tuesday, Aug. 31
6:20 a.m. An overflowing toilet
was reported in the Blackburn
Science Building. Central Plant
was notified.
6:1S p.m. Individuals were
reported trapped in an elevator
in the Curris Center. An officer
verbally guided the subjects
out of the elevator, and Central
Plant was notified.

Wednesday, Sept. 1
12:25 a.m. A caller from Hester
College reporte~ receiving
unwented phone calls. A report
was taken and the incident is
under investigation.
8:13 a.m. A callel." at Waldrop
Drive reported subjects in a
vehicle throwing items at vehicles in the Regional Special
Events Center parking lot. Officer spoke to subjects and they
picked up their garbage.

Motor ist assists - 6
Racer escorts - 9
Arrests- 0

Monday, Aug. 30
8:41a.m. An officer reported an
open vehicle at Roy Stewart
Stadium. Nothing appeared to
be missing and the officer
secured the vehicle.
12:28 p.m. A fire alarm was
called in from Faculty Hall by
Central Plant. Facilities Management and the Murray Fire
De partment were notified.

Police Beat ,is compiled by
Adam L. Mathis, assistant news
editor, with materials provided
by Public Safety. All dispatched calls are not listed. For
a complete listing, visit
www.thenews.org.

Welcome Back Students!
from

')De 'Wild 'Rgspberry

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
15% Discount with MSU 1.0 .

First 100 students get a free gift!
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Court Square in historic downtown Murray
Phone/ Fax: 270-7 53-0859

Welcome 17ack S tudent.s I
Cherokee Hills VIP Bar
OJ or Band Thurs-Sat 10pm-3am
THURSDAY: Ladies' Night
($1.00 cover charge for ladies 21 and older)
FRIDAY: $3.00 PITCHERSII
SATURDAY: T-shir t Giveaways!
<
Cherokee Hills Cantina Bar
OJ and Karaoke Thrus-Sat u 9:30pm
FREE APPETIZERS from 10-11 pm

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

can (270l 436-5566
l ocated at TN/KY State Une,
5 miles from Paris Landing on Hwy. 119
15 miles south of Murray on 121

'-\ Open Mon. •sat 11 a.m. • 12 a.m.
WELCOME BACK MSU STUDENTS
We invite you to come out and play!

MSU Student Specials:
Student Green Fee· $10

762-0040

Dine-In or Carry-Out

9-Ho/e Special after 3pm • $13
Includes green fee &-cart

Ribs & BBQ Cooked Fresh Daily

Student Membership • $125 per semester

Call 270·762-2238 for reservations or
for more information.
These specials are valid 7 days a week
Not Valid with any other coupons or discounts.
Carts are required on weekends & holidays.

-I

=- teo . .

Unique
FOod • Dell sandwiches
cajun specials · salads • soups • BBQ
~ special Price LUnch Menu! ~

!&!

tJO_

/J
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Candidates express different foreign policy views
From Pagel

Erin Gilles/ The Ne-w-s

Tom Ridge, director of the Homeland Security
department, addresses safety issues before Sen. John
Kerry spoke Wednesday at the American Legion.

get the lessons of Sept. 11
and take the word of a mad·
man, or do I take action to
defend our country? Given
that choice, I would defend
America every time."
Bush's optimism regarding the war on terror was
mirrored by his opponent,
but Kerry said the nation is
facing a difficult situation in
maintaining order for Iraq.
Kerry said Bush failed in
Iraq by ignoring advice
regarding post-war Iraq,
which allowed enemies to
destabilize the region.
"As a result, today terror·
ists have secured havens in
Iraq that were not there
before," Kerry said. "We
have been forced to reach
accommodation with those
who
have
repeatedly
attacked our troops. Violence has spread in Iraq ...
and extremism has gained
momentum."
Duane Nielsen, an American Legion delegate from
Rock Falls, Ill., came to the
convention leaning toward
Bush, but hearing both of
the speeches placed him
back in the undecided category.
"If (Kerry) does what he

says, it sounds like it would
be a really good change in a
lot of {veteran's issues),"
Nielsen said.
While Nielsen said Kerry
was able to capitalize on
some of Bush's mistakes, he
said that Bush has actually
had to fight the war on ter·
ror, unlike the senator.
But for David McDonald,
a member of the American
Legion in Kentucky, the
speeches did not change his
political
convictions.
McDonald said he would
not vote for Kerry, despite
what he said in the speech.
The strength of his conviction stems, in part, from

the statements Kerry made
against soldiers in Vietnam,
McDonald said.
"He's more or less put his
foot in his own mouth too
much as it is," McDonald
said.
For Doug Farley, Bush's
speech repeated subjects
previously discussed. He
said Kerry's speech was
very positive and did not
indulge in mud-slinging.
Farley said his vote is still
undecided.
Some of Bush's final
remarks addressed a plan to
build better relationships
with other countries. A plan
which, Bush said, Kerry pre-

viously opposed.
"An
hour
after
I
announced this plan, my
opponent came out against
it ... the only problem is he
endorsed the idea just 17
days earlier," Bush said.
Kerry closed his speech
by appealing to the legionnaires.
Said Kerry: "If I am your
next president, I will serve
with the pledge of the American Legion in my heart to
uphold the Constitution of
the United States of America and safeguard and transmit to posterity the principles of justice, freedom and
democracy."

Voter registration details for November 2004 election
Kentucky:

Indiana:

Tennessee:

Last day to register to \ole: Oct. 4
Paper absentee b311ot: Request at least
seven days before election
Early voting: yes
More infonnation: http:lllentucky.gov

Last day to register to vote: Oct 9

Paper absentee ballot: Request at least
eight days before election
Early voting: yes
More information: www.in.gov

l.ast day to register to vote: Oct. 4
Paper absentee ballot Request at least
seven days hcfore election
Early voting: yes
More infonnation: httpJ/tennessee.gov

Ohio:

Dlinols:

Missouri

I.ast day to register to vote: Oct. 4
Paper absentee ballot: Request at least
seven Jays before election
F.arly voting: Not available
More information: httpJ/ohio.gov

Last day to register to vote: Oct 5
Paper absentee ballot: Request at least
five days before election
Early voting: yes
More infonnatio~ www.illinois.gov

l.ast day to rt.'gister to vote; Oct 6
Paper absentee ballot: Request at least
six days before the election
Early voting: Not available
More infonnation: httpJ/www.state.
mo.usl

Online courses provide relaxed atmosphere for learning, attendance
Class enrollment increases
seek access
as students
..

Charissa Acr ee

Staff Writer
cacree@thenews.org
The number of students
enrolled in online classes is
increasing across the nation,
according to an August 2004
CNN article.
Crystal Riley, coordinator
of Distance Learning and

Special Projects for Murray
State, said there are more
than 1,000 students enrolled
in online classes through
Murray State.
Riley said online courses
allow students, who would
otherwise have a hard time
taking courses, to be
enrolled in school.
"Most of the students I

deal with are at a distance or
have families," Riley said.
"Their only access to classes
is via the Internet."
According to the article,
90 percent of public universities and colleges in the
United States offer online
courses.
Abby Felix, senior from
Fairfield, Ill., said she
enjoyed her online class.
"I thought it would be a
good experience," Felix said.
"Personally, I liked it
because if assignments were

due the next month you
could get them done ahead
of time."
Kaitie McGregor, sophomore from Mayfield, said
she prefers the classroom
setting to online courses.
"I took a sociology class
over the Internet this summer," she said. "It was hard·
er for me to focus because
no one was there to make
me pay attention. It was too
easy to get distracted when I
was at my own home."
Maggie Pechacek, junior

from Newbern, Tenn., said
she is taking JMC 390 over
the Internet this semester.
"It's the first online class
rve taken," Pechacek said. "1
don't like it as much as a regular class because it is hard
to know how much participation is required to do
well."
High tuition rates can
become a factor for many
students who are deciding
whether or not to enroll.
"The cost for online classes is the same for in-state

ATTENTION
GRADUATE STUDENTS
Applications for Master's
Degrees to be conferred in
December 2004 and
Comprehensive Exam
Applications

DEADLINE:
September 17, 2004
Forms are available from
Graduate Admissions in
Sparks Hall or
online at
http://masters.murraystate.edu/

Game Plan 5
Football

Before going to the Shoe

T~ee,

COMETOUSI
The Murray State News
wants to feature your engagement and wedding
announcements on a special page
month.

and out-of-state students.''
Riley said. "Murray State's
Web courses are 130 percent
of regular tuition. For most
courses, this means the cost
is $208.50 per credit hour.
For
students
taking •
Telecommunications Systems Management courses
online, the cost is $21850 per
credit hour."
Said Felix: "I would like to
take another online course,
but the cost would defmitely
be a factor in whether or not
I take another one."
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Elizabeth <:awcin
Phone: 762-4468

Superfluous stickers b;k students
OUR VIEW:
Issue:
EFFECTIVE THIS
FALL, STUDENT

What are your predictions
for Racer football
this season?

EMPLOYEES ARE

REQUIRED TO
PURCHASE A

STICKER FOR
THEIR VEHICLES

"Based on their
first game, I think
they'll have a
much better year.
They ha,·e a good
running game
and defense.
They have a good
shot at OVC.''

IN LIEU OF A
PAYROLL TAX.

STUDENTS ARE
ALREADY

TAXED TO
THEIR LIM IT BY

.AdlmBrien

THE•COSTS AND

scphomorB. CalvfHt City

FEES OF

GETTING AN

"They looked
good Saturday.
Good speed and
the offensive line
opened up good
holes for the
backs.,

EDUCATION.
MOREOVER,
MURRAY'S
ECONOMY

BENEFITS
GREATLY FROM

STUDENT

Pblllp Solitto

BUSINESS EACH

Hnlor, PiKJucBh

ACADEMIC
YEAR.

"I think they ' re
going to do a lot
better. They have
a new coach so I
think it will be a
fresh start."

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
"The Murray State News." The
editorial board is comprised of
all section editors.
Effective the first day of classes this semester, Murray State
students employed by the University are required to purchase
a city sticker for their vehicles
at the cost of $28.64.
The sticker replaces a payroll
tax and is offered to students at
a slightly discounted rate.
· Each year students are asked
to pay more to receive an education. As inflation continues,
tuition prices naturally increase
along with the costs of other
goods and services necessary to
the college lifestyle.
Student drivers are already
required to pay annually for a
parking tag. In addition, they
must pay exorbitant sums for
textbooks, tuition, meal plans,
school supplies, fees, housing
costs and organizational fees.
Not only do these students
have to purchase a sticker, they
will be fmed for failing to comply with the new policy.
Furthermore, how will the city
go about verifying that students

[NOUGH f\LR£A.DY?

have purchased the stickers?
Will they patrol University lots
looking for delinquent vehicles?
Even then, will they leave tickets with fines or work in conjunct~on with the University
police to obtain student contact
information?
Student wallets are pulled in
several directions already. The
city of Murray receives the
increased revenue of several

thousand extra residents each
academic year when students
return for classes. The spike in
sales at local businesses should
be enough to keep the city and
its economy quite happy.
The city should take into consideration the economic impact
of several thousand college students, as well as the impact an
expensive parking sticker will
have on student wallets.

.

•Your Opinio11
Former Chair reflects
on years as Regent

.....

To the Editor:

"With Nick
Thmer and with
their defense
they're going to
win a lot of
games."

Erin Gill&7he News

Ttffi:M~y

State

N EWS
2609 University Station

Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071 -3301
E-mail:·thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175
Vanessa Childers
Editor In Chief • 762-6877

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor • 762-4468

Elizabeth Caweln
Opinion Editor • 762·4468

Heather Bryant
College Life Editor • 762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 762-4481

Stephanie Buford
Online Editor • 762·4480

It has been a privilege to serve
on the Board of Regents for the
past 12 years. The pride I feel
overwhelms any mixed emotions
I have about leaving.
Together we have recognized
that the solutions to our problems lie largely with ourselves.
In that vein, you have developed
a professional faculty that takes
pride in its teaching and consistently produces graduates who,
on survey after survey, recognize
Murray State's faculty superiority. You are blessed with a dedicated and hardworking staff that
time and again makes students
and potential students their priority. Your professional leadership tenaciously seeks funding,
recruits students and relentlessly
seeks innovative solutions to age
old university challenges.
At the base of the Rainey T.
Wells statue in our quadrangle
are the words of honored professor C. S. Lowry: Referring to
Wells he said, "....he endowed his
college with its fierce pride and
dauntless spirit." The honors we
continue to receive are indicative
of Murray people remaining true
to tlteir heritage.
History does not stand still for
us, but I predict we will continue
to compete and prevail.
I want to personally thank all
of you who have given generously of your time and considerable
talents to your University and in
so doing to have made my tenure
on this board most meaningful.

Sid Easley
Former Chair, Board of Regents

Cryatal Palmisano
Chief Copy Editor • 762-4468

Erin Gilles
Photo Editor • 762-4468

Praise for redesigned
'Murray State News'

Tonya Wlrgau
Advertising Manager • 762-4478
Adviser • 762·2998
"The Murray State News• strives to be the
University community's source lor Information.
Our goal Is to present that information in
a fair and unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum lor expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News• offers a handson learning environment for those students
Interested In journalism or other fields relet·
ing to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, Its editors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
•The Murray State News· Is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publica·
lion of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News• Is free.
Additional copies are available for 25 cents

definitely noticed and appreciated by your readers, especially by
those once in your shoes.
Good luck with the upcoming
semester. We look forward to
seeing great things.
Chris Jung
Senior
Union

Columnist displays
poor hunter's ethics
To the Editor:
This letter is in regard to Will
Brantley's column ·titled "Big
Apple summer lifestyle gives
hunter rude awakening." Brantley might be "The Murray State
News" "outdoor writer," but in
his column he shows no evidence
of being an outdoorsman.
Instead, as part of his internship
in New York City, he broke laws
(trespassing), showed disrespect
for a law enforcement officer and
then played it off as some kind of
joke within his article, all examples of unethical behavior for any
hunter or fisher.
It is ironic that the editorial
board's majority opinion that
Gov. Fletcher's recent appearance on "The Tonight Show" did
not improve upon the redneck
image of Kentucky, and yet the
editors failed to see the exact
same stereotype appear in one of
their own columns. No wonder
such jokes are perpetuated about
Kentuckians.
Brantley's behavior, and clear
lack of understanding that such
behavior is wrong, provides a
negative image of not only his
fellow Kentuckians, but also outdoorsmen and women in general,
as well as his fellow Murray State
students. All journalists, in my
opinion, should aspire to be role
models for their readers, something that Brantley has (thus far)
failed to do.

To the Editor:

Joe Hedges

I

Hf\VtN'T \JE SPENT

As a former employee of "The
Murray State News" it is
extremely refreshing to see the
progression of "The News," its
content and snappy layout.
1 can relate with the craziness
of the hours you 'will spend in the
newsroom, the debates and arguments you will encounter while
making decisions regarding the
state of the paper and the countless complaints you will receive
from the student body.
But stay strong, stick with what
you believe to be correct and
remember that no matter what
people think "or say, you are a
true force on Murray State's
campus and your hard work is

Howard Whiteman
Associate professor
Biological Sciences

Local parent outraged
by upcoming concert
Editor's note: The following Jetter may contain content offensive to some readers. The Jetter
expresses the views ofthe author
and not those of "The Murray
State News" staff.
To the Editor:
I just learned that hip-hop
artist Kanye West will be appearing at the Regional Special

Events Center at Murray State in
September. How sweet!
I thought it might be nice to
send you some of the lyrics to
West's .songs so that when his
concert starts, we can all sing
along. These lyrics are from his
album (appropriately named)
"College Dropout." Here they
are:
"Graduation Day"
What in the fuck was that Kanye
1 told you to do some shit for the
kids
You can give me your muthafucking graduation ticket right
now
You will not walk across that
stage, you won't slide across that
stage
A muthafucka can't pull you
across that stage Kanye
Who told you see, I told you to
do something uplifting
I'm trynna get you out here with
these white people and this how
you gone do me
You know what us a nigga
And I don't mean that in no nice
way
Had little kids sing about the shit,
the jokes on you
You throw your mutha fuckin'
hands in the air, and wave goodbye to everybody
Cause you getting the fuck out of
this campus
Mutha what you gone do now...
"School Spirit"
[Intro]
School spirit motherfuckers
[Chorus]
Alpha, step. Omega, step
Kappa, step. Sigma, step
Gangstas walk. pimps gon' talk
Oooh becky naw that boy is raw
AKA, step. Delta, step
S G Rho, step. Zeta. step
Gangstas walk, pimps gon' talk
Oooh becky naw that boy is raw
[Verse 1]
I'ma get on this TV, momma
I'ma, I'ma break shit down
l'ma make sure these light
skinned niggaz
Never ever never come back in
style
Told 'em I finished school, and I
started my own business
They say, 'Oh you graduated?'
No, 1 decided I was finished
Chasin' y'all dreams and what
you've got planned
Now I spit it so hot you got
·
tanned
Back to school and I hate it there,
I hate it there
Everything I want I gotta wait a
year, I wait a year
This nigga graduated at the top
of my class.
I went to Cheesecake, he was a
motherfuck.ing waiter there...
(source www.azlyrics.com)

You know, I was considering
Murray State for my sons to
attend when they graduate from
high school, but if the faculty
and administration don't have
sense enough to keep this thug
and his trash music off their
campus, I think my sons will go
elsewhere. Would the powers
that be at Murray State let their
children and grandchildren listen to this garbage? President F.
King Alexander is a stupid fool
to allow this immoral filth on a
state university campus. Parents
should be outraged!
Debbie Stockdale
Paris, Tenn.

Murray's hospitality
impresses parent
To the Editor:
Recently, my wife and I
brought our oldest son to begin
his college career at Murray
State. As we live in Louisville,
there was some anxiety about
having him so far from home.
We were absolutely overwhelmed by the kindness and
hospitality of the volunteers that
assisted with the move-in
process. What 1 remembered as
chaos at the state's "flagship" university from my college years,
was more like a "welcome home."
To top things off, we hit something in the road which caused an
immediate blow-out in our pickup's tire. It was getting dark and
I limped the truck into the Office
Depot parking lot to get it under
a .light. Within minutes. nearly
the entire Office Depot staff was
there assisting, offering to take
my younger son and wife into
the store and treating us like
family. In addition, numerous
folks stopped to ask if we needed
any help.
Our family is pleased and
relieved to know our son is in
such a warm-hearted community.
We look forward to being a longdistance part of Murray for the
next four years.
John T . Underwood
Louisville
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A question of civil liberties...

Theory offers
quick-fiX for
sticky situations
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In My

Opinion

••
VANESSA
CHll.Df.RS
''SINCE
WHEN ARE
WE THE

JUDGES OF
WHAT IS
AND IS NOT
LOVE?"

Marriage should always
be a matter of the heart - no
matter what people like my
minister father might say.
It amazes me that some
wonderful, Christian and
Republican folk are so gungho for an amendment banning same-sex marriage
because it is, according to
author Ronnie W. Floyd,
"Dividing The Family, The
Church and A Nation".
Their main argument
against same-sex marriage
is that it is "sinful." As the
daughter of a minister, I do
see the argument, although I
may not agree with it. But.
do you see any of the Christians who are so openly
rooting for an amendment
banning same-sex marriage
also endorsing amendments
against premarital sex, gambling, divorce, adultery and
drinking alcohol? According
to the Bible, we should
refrain from all things that
are bad. If that's the main
argument, shouldn't they
also advocate amendments
to ban all these things which
are more prevalent in society and perhaps more detrimental to the institution of
marriage?
Oh, wait, that whole prohibition thing was attempted

once, wasn't it? (Not one of
America's finest moments.)
Maybe that's why we've sort
of backed off on those other
ones, too. So, why do people
think a same-sex marriage
ban will be more successful
than prohibition?
To try to answer this
burning question, I asked a
few Christians, one of which
was my father, a minister,
why they were so antisame-sex marriage and gay
rights, and the answer is
always the same: Homosexuality is demoralizing
America and same-sex marriages will be the downfall
of the institution of marriage. Obviously some people didn't get the memo.
More than 50 percent of
marriages end in divorce not death and certainly not
because on.e partner suddenly came to the other and
said, "Honey, I'm gay." I'd
say the ..institution of marriage" has been on its way
down for years - long before
same-sex marriages became
known as what Floyd calls
"The Gay Agenda."
According to Webster,
'agenda' means a "program
of things to be done; a list of
things to be dealt with at a
meeting." I'm sure the entire

gay and lesbian community
meets on a regular basis just
to make a checklist of things
they can do to demoralize
America. I can hear them
now:
"OK, let's see. First on the
list: We really have to get
cracking on that whole
'destruction of marriage'
concept. Then we need to
look into dividing the
Church, because they just
haven't had much else to do
lately. And then, perhaps,
we could see about ripping
America through the middle, right along I-70. We'll
put those liberal Northerners and conservative Southerners head-to-head."
Because I'm sure they
have that kind of time on
their hands.
· For a long time, I have
wrestled with what I was
taught in church and at
home about homosexuality
and bow immoral and sinful
it is, but then I came to Murray State - a school planted
firmly in the conservative
Bible-belt - and met people,
real people. People who are
different, who live "alternative Hfestyles" and who
deserve, no matter what my
conservative counterparts
might think, the same rights

In the United States. mar- years. Consequently, some New England Journal of
riage is a contract legally homosexual couples have Medicine, more than 80 peruniting two parties and sought marriage rights.
cent of homosexuals transallowing them benefits
This raises an interesting port at least one of various
related to insurance. pen- question: Would homosexu- enteric infections. Homosions, inheritance, hospital al marriage positively influ- sexuals also disproportionvisitation, taxes, etc. These ence (or at least not nega- ally spread viral infections,
tively
affect)
society? such as hepatitis B. Furtherrefl~ct our rec?gn!11 ~enefits
tton of marnage as an tnstt- Homosexual impact on soci- more, a later study pubtution that generally bene- ety is therefore essential to , lished in the periodical
fits society. Indeed, mar- the consideration of homo- daimed homosexuals have a
more than 30 percent
riage is one of our most sexual marriage.
According to data pub- greater risk of contracting
important institutions.
'J
Nearly a11 50 states pro- lished by the Canadian some forms of cancer.
In addition to health risks,
', hibit marriages that nega- Medical Association, the
tively affect society. Prohib- Journal of the American prominent medical and psyited
marital
practices Medical Association and the chological journals have
include endogamy (mar- British Journal of Venereal published studies finding
riage between blood rela- Diseases, homosexuals pro- that alcohol abuse and illetives) and polygamy. Tradi- mulgate sexually transmit- gal drug use by homosexutionally,
marriage
bas ted diseases at an alarming als is substantially greater
'Occurred between members rate, significantly higher than among heterosexuals.
of opposite sexes: however, than promiscuous hetero- While homosexuals might
practiced homosexuality sexuals. Indeed, the U.S. argue that the increased
and society's acceptance of Department of Health and substance abuse is due to
it has increased in recent Human Services released a society's rejection of their
study some years ago find- lifestyle, a psychological
ing that 80 percent of AIDS study published in the Jourpatients in the United States nal of Consulting and Cliniare homosexuals.
cal Psychology found that
Besides STDs, homosex- only 12 percent of lesbians
uals also experience cer- arc concerned about people
tain medical conditions knowing their sexual arlenassociated with their tation. (Most considered
lifestyle. According to a money their chief concern.)
study published in The Studies have also linked

as those who live "nonalternative" lifestyles.
Who are these "real" people? They are my friends, coworkers and professors. I
don't see how anyone could
look a friend in the face and
tell him he doesn't have the
right to marry someone he
loves because the person is
of the same sex. Since when
are we the judges of what is
and is not love?
There may be research,
facts or scriptures that people dictate about why
homosexuality is wrong and
same-sex marriages should
be banned, but as far as I'm
concerned, marriage, any
marriage, should always be
a matter of the heart.

Vanessa Childers is the editor in chief of "The Murray
State News."

homosexuality with prostitution, domestic violence,
psychological and emotional disorders and pedophilia.
Although some homosexuals insist homosexuality is
a genetic trait, recent "gay
gene" research has only
explored the possibility of
such a gene; it has not been
isolated. Homosexuality is a
lifestyle and sexual preference, not an intrinsic state.
Given the above, one may
conclude the homosexual
Hfestyle is, on several levels,
detrimental to society.
Moreover, homosexual marriage would implicitly lend
credence to and encourage
the practice of homosexuality. As' such, homosexual
marriage may be placed in
the same category as
endogamy and polygamy: a
behavior which would negatively impact society. Consequently, it would be highly inadvisable for society to
confer bene.fits upon homosexual partners through an
institution of marriage.

In My

Opinion

RoR
WHITFrF.LD
" ..THE
HOMOSEXUAl.
l.IFESTYI.E IS,
ON SEVERAL
LEVELS,
DETRIMENTAL
TO
SOCIETY."

Rob Whitfield is a junior
political science/philosophy
major from Paris, Tenn.

...or a question of civil unions?
Eiculty Hall ruling compromises rights of smokers
In My

Opinion

HEIDI
TAYLOR

Being a smoker these days sucks.
You can't smoke in the dorms, you
can't smoke inside any building except
for those owned by smokers. You
can't even smoke directly in front of
Faculty Hall anymore.
Normally, I don't care about the nosmoking signs posted everywhere.
Some people don't like the smell of it,
and that's fine. I've accepted my
perma-post outside my classes by the
butt bin. I've accepted that I have to
pay between $2.50 and $3 for a pack of
cigarettes, it's my money and I can
spend it as I wish.
I've accepted that I can't smoke in
my University housing because I'm a
polite smoker who knows that some
people are allergic to the smell. However, this regulation of smoking even
in the great outdoors was the straw
that broke the camel's back.
It's a witch hunt of the grandest
kind. While the non-smoking section
outside of Faculty Hall is small and
[the author stops writing and goes out-

Straight from the horse's mouth...
Leaders still need
grammar check
Fliers around campus promoting a leadership program for freshmen might
have left readers a bit con·
fused. Perhaps if the organization truly wishes t:o
attract top students it
should employ the expertise
of a copy editor or even a
simple word processing
grammar check. :rhen this
gem of a sentence might not
have appeared: "It's a fresh-

man leadership program
that allows students who are
interested in developing
their leadership skills here
at MSU and how to network
with other student leaders."

Follow the signs
to Doyle Fine Arts
Trying to find a class in
Fine Arts? You mi~t still be
looking. An "Old Fine Arts"
sign stands in front of the
new annex, a "Price DOyle
Fine Arts Center" sign sits

side to smoke a cigarette] it is only a class, which resulted in the ban. Sure,
short distance to the smoking section, it's not pleasant, but there is always
it's still the principle of the matter.
that one jerk that douses themselves
What's next? A non-smoking cam- in perfume before they go to class and
pus? Am I going to have to walk across smells like a French whore all day.
However, while their smell bothers
the street or into one specific area
before I can smoke a cigarette? I have me, they don't have to stand a desigbeen pushed to my limits on accep- nated 20 feet away from Faculty Hall,
tance and willingness to comply with They just get to convince themselves
the non-smoking population, and I'm they didn't put enough on because no
sure all the other smokers have, too.
one passed out from the stench.
So smokers, stand up for your rights.
Smokers, if we keep taking it, the
next thing you know our country will Don't let them push you away from
outlaw smoking like they've outlawed the doors of Faculty Hall. While this is
thinking. free speech and patriotism not an invitation to smoke wherever
that doesn't blindly accept we're at you want to (keep it out of the buildwar for a good reason.
ings, okay?), it is a plea to those antiI don't know about you, but the last smokers who think that we're going to
thing I want is my professors in the keep taking this.
middle of a nic fit in class, or (God forAll you're going to do is cause a mob
bid) a student not having enough time of rabid, nicotine-deprived people to
to smoke a cigarette and becoming torch the first person who comes out
with "you smell like cigarette smoke."
ravenous in the middle of a lecture.
I was told someone complained
about the smell lingering inside of Heidi Taylor is a senior eduation major
Faculty Hall coming in and out of from Central City.
to the side or the building.
and yet another with only
the words ..Fine Arts" is
planted in the quad. Perhaps
the professors felt moved by
their crafts and decided to
bold class in the quad. Or
better yet, maybe the sign is
more of a s tatement. Grass
as fme art ... now that's contemporary.

Shower ndes to be
'strictly enforced'
ln the two residential colleges on campus with community baths, rules on co-ed

bathroom use were heightened this semester.
Last year, a male was permitted to. use the restroom
on a female floor as long us
he was escorted by a female,
but was not allowed to
shower on the floors.
Now, not only are males
not allowed to shower ~ln
fe male floors (and vice
versa), members of the
opposite sex are not permitted to use the restrooms on
those floors for other purposes necessary to human
function.
So while the residents of

0
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I sometimes have a problem with
following the rules.
Specifically, the ones I struggle with
most involve times I should be quiet,
places I shouldn't go, things I shouldn't say, people I shouldn't talk back to,
lines I shouldn't cross, etc.
But I think I have devised a foolproof plan to get out of any and all
possible sticky situations I may
encounter. It's a tried and true
method, dating back to
first slumber party on my sixth
I. the birthday girl,
and my six guests
.
were wrapped up in
'I
sleeping bags and '
sprawled across my
·: ' '
bedroom floor. We
were supposed to be
asleep but of course
we
were
young
rebels, bucking the ~r·
system and staying
up late to talk. The
only problem was we~~~~~~
kept giggling and :
screeching at quite a ELIZABETH
volume, as six-yearCAWEIN
old girls often do.
And of course, about every IS minutes our ruckus was squelched by a
parental unit ordering us to keep it
down and go to sleep. So what was
our solution to this problem?
Easy. Any time we beard someone
coming up the stairs, we pretended to
be asleep. Though at the time our
naivete led us to think in order to
make this believable we would have
to add symphonic snoring to the mix,
we were able to avoid any major
scolding.
I say if it worked for me then, why
not now? Through the years the theory has been tweaked and improved,
but the basic concept is the same. If
you need to get out of a tight spot,
pretend to be asleep or dead.
Doing something you weren't supposed to be? Lie down and pretend to
be dead or seriously injured if you
fear you're in danger of being caught.
Once someone finds you, they will be
so concerned about your well-being
they will forget you were trespassing
or committing a felony.
Sneaking into the house in the middle of the night? If mom walks in just
as you're making your way up the
stairs, simply lie down on the stoop
and pretend to be in a deep sleep. You
can explain to her later that you viere
so exhausted after an evening of
bowling and ice cream sodas, when
you came in at 9 p.m. on the dot you
just couldn't make it another step.
Trip and fall in the middle of the
Curris Center? Pretend to be dead or
seriously injured and no one will have
the heart to laugh at you, at least not
to your face .
In the middle of something lascivious when you hear your roommate's
key turning in the knob? Come on,
we've been over this - you instantly
become sleeping beauty, innocent of
any crimes of which you might stand
accused. However, you may wish to
talk to your roomie about his or her
timing at a later date. When you're
fully awake, of course.
Let us say for the sake of argument
that you are overcome with the sudden urge to be somewhere you're not
supposed to be. Perhaps you had a
sudden desire to play baseball on Reagan Field at 2 a.m. Hypothetically
speaking only. of course.
You could gather your things,
gloves, batts, balls, etc., and bead out
to the diamond with the comfort of
knowing that if a situation were to
arise you could simply pretend to be
asleep or dead.
I can just hear the public safety officers now: "Oh, look at her sleeping,
she's so peaceful. Let's not wake her."
Who knows, they might even tiptoe away the fll'st few feet so as not to
disturb you. Fool-proof.
So slumber on, my rule-breaking
brethren.
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Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for "The Murray State News."

suite-style residential colleges can commit any one of
the seven deadly sins )n
their bathrooms, those students living in Hester and
Elizabeth Colleges have all
of their bathroom activities
regulated. What's more,
signs have been placed on
the doors on some floors
which remind the users of
the restroom that there is to
be no co-ed rsbowering.
And, in case you were
wondering, this policy is
going
to
be strictly
enforced.
Strictly enforced?

-~

..

Until they hire Ritz-Carlton style bathroom attendants to hand out towels
and monitor the entering
and exiting of the shower
stalls, this seems a bit of a
daunting promise.
Perhaps t hey will add
"random shower checks'' to
the list of resident adviser
job responsibilities.

Seen something humorous,
confusing or outrqging on
campus? Let us know. Send
tips for "Straight from the
to
horse's
mouth"
ecawein@thenews.org.
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Hey! Counseling center workers plan relocation
Adam L Mathis

You should know
the answer to
this question:
Can you name the three
branches of government?
1. Legislative
2. Executive
3. Judicial
What you thought:
"Elective. Legislative and
Executive:•
Tennille Westpoint
freshman
from Memphis, Tenn.
"Judici.al and the other two. I
honestly can't remember."
Maggie Zaehringer
sophomore
from Elizabethtown
"Probably not. Is it judiciary,
legislative and I'm drawing a
blank; I'm going on like three
hours of sleep."
Jessica Canter
sophomore from Mayfield
"Um, I think judicial is one
of them, and I'm not sure
what the other two are.
Janna Lawless
senior from Owensboro
"Three branches of government? Executive. judicial and
I don't know what the other
is. I can't think of it.''
Ashley Day
. sophomore
from Matthews, Mo.

Correct answers: 8
Wrong answers: 7

Assistant News Editor
amathis@thenews.org

With a high volume of
business. Life House
Pregnancy Care Center
workers are moving into a
larger location.
Life House has been
located in a 1,400 square
foot house on Chestnut
Street for 21 years. The
new 4,000 square foot
facility will be located at
602 Poplar St. near the
Weaks Community Center.
said
Carmeleta
Norvell, Life House executive director.
The new facility will
provide enough space to
utilize furniture and other
items they have been
storing, Norvell said. The
building will also . have
two counseling rooms to
accommodate the flow of
clients, approximately 58
per month.
"Our client load has
increased such that some
days we need more than
two' (counseling rooms),"

she said. "We will probably have to increase our
volunteer staff tremendously."
At its current location,
the Life House Center is
visible from the University grounds and the walkway bridging the residential colleges to the rest of
campus. Norvell said the
move should increase
their college client base
by providing additional
anonymity.
· While the move will
make the organization
less accessible to students
who do not own a car,
Norvell said students will
Ianna Tanner/The News
flnd a way, either by the
The
building
site
of
the
new
Life
B
ouse
Care
Center
is
located
farther from
public transportation syscampus
at
602
Poplar
St.
but
will
occupy
almost
three
times
as
much space.
tem pr through a frien<i
Life House is a ChristThe current location is fee house or additional
Most of the funding for
the building has come ian ministry and offers owned by Murray Christ- housing for their memfrom donors, leaving only faith-based counseling to ian Fellowship. The house hers.
$100,000 to be paid by those of any religious was lent to Life House
"We're sad to see the
without rent, Norvell move ... but we're excited
Life
House,
which, afflliation.
"Because we're faith said.
the ministry (Life House)
Norvell said, they have on
loan ready to pay the based we don't receive
Brian Baldwin, campus is growing," Baldwin said.
any government funding," pastor for MCF, said they
Norvell said the organiremainder.
"But we're praying that said Wilma Smith, Life are considering what to zation hopes to move into
we won't have to have House client service do with the building. their new location at the
(the loan)," Norvell said.
director.
Some ideas include a cof- beginning of next year.

Scholarship gives undergraduates new opportunities
Program encourages students
to earn doctoral degr:ee
gram in the sense that we
simply give (students)
Many Murray State stu- money," said John Mateja.
dents, who have contin- director of the McNair
ued their education in Scholarship Program and
graduate school. have Undergraduate Research
received assistance from and Scholarly Activity
the McNair Scholarship Office. "(The McNair proprogram since its imple- gram) provides services
mentation in October and some financial support to help students get
2003.
The McNair scholar- into graduate schooL"
He said the program is
ship program aids undergraduate students in their funded by the U.S.
gohl of higher education Department of Education
by helping them gain and is named after the
acceptance into the grad- astronaut Ronald McNair,
uate program of their who was killed in the 1986
Challenger explosion.
choice.
"He came from a very
"I wouldn't necessarily
call it a scholarship pro- humble background, was

Staff Rep ort

a f1rst generation college
student and he also happened to be AfricanAmerican," Mateja said.
"He went on to earn a
(doctorate) from (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) in laser
physics."
He said after McNair
died, Congress created
the program to help students from similar backgrounds achieve a doctor·
ate.
"To be eligible (for the
program), a student must
come from an under represented group or come
from a flrst generation
college or low-income
family," Mateja said.
• The student must also
have a GPA of a 3.0 or
higher.
"We are funded to sup-

port 22 students and we
currently have 17 enrolled
in the program," Mateja
said "We are looking to
admit five more over the
course of the year."
The program is intended to encourage undergraduates to earn a doctoral degree and help
them build a resume to
make them competitive
and successful in graduate school, he said.
There are many advantages McNair scholars
receive in preparing for
graduate school, Mateja
said.
"Students interested in
graduate school have to
take an examination
(known as) the (Graduation Record Exam),"
Mateja said. "We have a
GRE prep course to help

students do better on the
exam. That's something
that most students don't
get."
He also said McNair
scholars are expected to
come up with new knowledge through a research
or scholarly project mentored by a faculty member.
"We also have workshops to enhance computer skills," Mateja said.
He said McNair scholars are .required to apply
to at least four graduate
schools, and the program
pays for the fees.
"If you are eligible for
this program, in my opinion, you would be foolish
not to apply," Mateja said.
..It will help you attain
your career goals in going
as far as you can."
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Matt B's: A 'sfice' of life in MtJJTay
Murray
Munchies

zeria serves culinary creations
for very little 'dough,
~~:--

pcfliiiGn@~

Near the intersection of
North lSth and Main
streets, Matt Bartholomy
has spent the put eight
years cooking and baking
his way into the hearts, and
taste-buds, of the Murray
community who now know
him as Matt B.
In 1997, Matt B's Main
Street Pizza opened its
doon and reintroduced the
traditional independent
pizzeria to a town overwhelmed by national pizza
chains.

"'We're still surviving in

an era of mostly chains,•

Janna Tanner/The News
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Matt B. said, ..At Matt B's
We've strived to make pizza
the way it wu made 2p
years ago."
Matt B. started his pizza
career 22 yean ago as the
manager of three Mr. Gat·
ti's restaurants. Matt B.
spent 14 years in that chain
untU he decided to try his
luck at running his own
business.
"I realized I needed to be
in it for me," Matt B. said.
"Ifl could get a small bulld·
ing next to (Murray State)
it could go."
fdatt B. was also enc::our-

aged to pursue his own
business because the
majority of chain restaurants did not offer pizzas
by the slice and did not use
fresh in&redients.
"We roll the crust everyday," Matt B. said.
Matt B. also takes down
every customer's name
with their order to add to
the friendly atmosphere.
"I know SO percent of our
customers by their first
name," "att B. said. "I
think this is a big advantage
over (chain restaurants).n
Matt B. said he owes
much of the success of his
business to his family who
helped with its development and construction.
Kim Adams, Murray
State alumna and local
business owner, said she
eats at Matt B's at least four
times a month and has
known Matt since his Mr.
Gatti's days.
"I like the small-town feel
of it." Adams said. "I think
it keeps the small-town
penpective."
It is the mix of quality
food and friendly service
that has won Matt B's the
Murray Ledger and Times
Best Pizza of the Year
Award every year since the
contest began. ·

"I feel very fortunate that
we won (the award)," Matt
B. said. "A lot of (our) winning comes back to our
loyal' customers."
"It is a totally different
market than what chain
restaurants offer," said
Austin White, junior from
Murray and employee at
Main Street Pizza. "It is a
place you can get filled up
for less than ·$5. Plus. with
this location, students can
just walk from classes (for
lunch)."
White has worked at the
restaurant for more than
seven years and bas even
tried to continue Matt B's
tradition. White said he
tried to open his own pizzeria like Matt B's in Tennessee, but leasing problems have temporarily halted the endeavor.
"I've always encouraged
him to be independent,"
Matt B. said of White...He
has just got to fmd the right
spot."
Although the spread of
Matt B's pizza is uncertain.
the original Main Street
Pizza has continued its
business with very few
changes.
The introduction oflegally selling alcohol in Murray
offered Matt B. a potential

economic advantage in the
area.
However, Matt said be
could not sleep at night
knowing people were get·
ting drunk at bil restaurant.
•(selling alcohol) is not
what made us. It wu just a
situation I didn't want to
get into," he said.
Matt B's Main Street
Pizza is open from U a.m. to
8 p.m. Monday through Sat·
urday and begins delivering
pizzas at 4 p.m. Orden can
l:k placed by ca1lina 7591234.

by Robert Duckett
AUTTUi

"The Murray State News" is looking for a cartoon strip artist. You can bring your strip ideas or drawings
to Wilson Hall ill and fill out an application. Talk to College Life Editor Heather Bryant.
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Student's passion for film leads to animated success
Even at such an early stage
of his career, Gibson was
highly concerned with the
quality of his work.
"These videos weren't just
"The style of humor is not a single shot of me reading
Chris Cox
something everyone will get from a piece of paper,'' he
Staff Writer
or appreciate, but it is repre- said. "I had cuts to other
ccox@thtnews.org
sentative of what I think is visuals and staged it in such
Friday night SIHns with funny," Gibson said.
a way that made it more
action figures and video
The plot centers around a than just a typical video procameras are the norm for scientist and security guard, ject."
filmmaker John Gibson.
voiced by and named after,
Building on his growing
A graduate student in the respectively, Josh . Kitchens passion for film, Gibson cojournalism and mass com- and Gibson. Along with a founded the' Murray Indemunication
department motley crew of lab workers, pendent Film Association
from Henderson, Gibson is the two must prevent a rene- after arriving on campus his
the director, editor, produc- gade robot from destroying freshman year.
er and screenwriter for them and, ultimately, the
A haven for movie buffs
"Mncumonic Devices", a human race.
and film aficionados, MIFA
stop-action film making
Although "Mneumonic provided a showcase for
waves on the Internet at Stu- Devices" is Gibson's most Gibson and h.is work.
dentfilms.com.
ambitious filmmaking venHaving screened at the
"Mneumonic Devices" is a ture to date, it is not his first. MIFA festival in the spring
pop-culture grab bag "I started making films in and causing a buzz on the
encompassing references to high school," Gibson said. "If Internet, Gibson's hope is
Stanley Kubrick's "2001: A I was assigned a project, and that "Mneumonic Devices"
Space Odyssey," lsnac Asi- there was any way it could will provide outlets for
mov and Swedish super- be done by recording it, future filmmaking endeavgroup ABBA.
that's what I would do."
ors.
When Gibson received
word that NickToons was
holding a n animated film
competition, he was immediately on the phone with a
representative.
"Mneumonic Devices" is
way too long to be eligible
for the competition," he
said. "I was told that if I sent
it to NickToons they would
at least take a look at it."
Even if the film is never
viewed by the upper echelon ofNickToons brass, Gibson is still optimistic about
any opportunity.
John Gibson/guest
"I realize it may sit in a
These 'Mneumonic Devices' characters prepare to drawer and no one there will
face off against the villain, ABBA, in the film's climax. ever see it,'' he said. "But if

University filmmaker
continues adolesce11t art

John Gibson/guest

In a scene from the sh ort f"tlm ' Mneumonic Devices', this animated character represents one of the ~n;ovie's creators, John Gibson. as h.biiself.
there's a shot that someone
might take a look at it, then
I'll pursue that option."
In the meantime, Gibson's
full slate is sure to keep him
busy. First on the agenda is a
DVD version of "Mneumonic Devices''.
The DVD will incorporate
many special features,
including an MSU-TVll
interview, a short film by
Kitchens, "5th Horseman", a
slide show of stills and audio
commentary featuring Gibson and Kitchens.
Tentatively scheduled for
the spring semester is a halfhour variety program, with

the likelihood of airing once
a month on MSU-TVU.
"There will be comedy,
but not so much slapstick as
dry, witty dialogue," he said.
Gibson will be holding
auditions early in the show's
production, and feels it can
be a valuable experience for
any Murray State student.
"Anyone is welcome to
audition, and I'm looking for
people who are willing, not
just aspiring actors," he said.
"It can be beneficial to all
those involved though,
whether it be a new career
decision or just something
to put on a resume."

Indeed, Gibson is beginning to consider his own
career aspirations. Now that
his tenure as a student is
beginning to wind down, he
is looking for new opportunities to use his talents.
"I assumed I would be
teaching, not working with
film, so I th ink I'll be okay
whatever I'm doing- teacher,
filmmaker, action figure
designer," he said.
Gibson's stylized humor
overcomes to echo the lighthearted nature of his work:
"The lottery sounds pretty
good though. It's what I'm
shooting ~or now."

Visit thenews.org for a story on Annie Leigh Cruse,
the 1st runner up for the Miss Kentucky Pageant.
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Transfer running back shines in Glenville State win
Fr omPagell

Rashod Taylor/guest

Junior wide receiver DeSean
Hammons catches one of his
three receptions in Saturday's
matchup against the Pioneers.

year. The Huskies finished 9-3
last year and promise to be a true
test for the Racers.
"I think they are the best Division I team that we have played
up to this point," Pannunzio said.
"UConn is for real."
For the frrst time, Connecticut
football will not be an independent team. In the off season, the
Huskies joined the Big East football conference after an impressive 2003 campaign. The expectation bar has been raised for Connecticut this year. In a preseason
media poll, media repr esenta·
tives selected the Huskies to finish flfth in the conference.
A key Connecticut returning
player is senior qaarterback Dan
Orlovsky. Last season, he passed

for 3485 yards, 33 touchdowns, "We'll have to play very, very
and threw only 14 interceptions. good to make something of this.
Orlovsky has been named to the We're capable of doing that"
preseason watch for the Johnny
Unitas Award (best senior quarterback) and the Maxwell award
(best collegiate player). It will be
essential for the Racer defense to
limit Orlovsky.
"They have a great quarterback," Pannunzio said. "When
you're picked to be the No. 1
quarterback coming out in the
draft, you have to have it all."
In order for the Racers to come
home with a victory, it is essential that they play as a team and
limit the mistakes.
"The biggest litmus test they
passed, to me, is the chemistry
that we have," Pannunzio said.

Despite scholarship cuts cross country team looks onward
Bob Hengge

the best possible athletes," he
said. "You can't replace the caliber of runners we lost, but we
Few university sports have had are looking at current students to
to cope with the crushing after· help fill-out this year's team."
math of the state-mandated budWith a seventh place fmish,
get cuts more than the Murray out of eleven, in last year's Ohio
State men's track and cross Valley Conference Champicountry teams.
onship, the Racers hope to
The scholarships that were improve this year despite the
once awarded to the athletes of mounting odds against the team.
both teams have been revoked,
Scholarships are the most
leaving both the athletes and obvious and most significant
coaches in a tight spot as they recruiting tool colleges can offer,
prepare for the upcoming sea- and without monetary enticeson.
ments, it will be hard for Elliott
With the first meet today at and the other members of the
Southern Illinois University, team to attract top-grade talent.
mClDy of last year's members
Although some runners from
have transferred to schools last year's team remain, several
offering scholarships for either key runners are missing. One of
track or cross country athletes.
last year's runners, Brandon Lan· . When asked how he and the caster, transferred to Campremaining team members were bellesville College after his
affected by the mass exodus of scholarship was revoked.
scholarship quality runners,
"It's very unfortunate that 1
Head Coach Norbert Elliot was had to leave Murray. J enjoyed
optimistic.
my time (at the University) and
"Well, a couple guys trans- will miss my friends and my
ferred, but as a coach you're teammates, bttt I had an opportualways recruiting, always using nity to run at Campbellesville
recruiting campaigns to attract under scholarship and I just
Contributing Writer

couldn't pass it up," Lancaster
said.
Former key member of the
cross country team, Tim
Bradley, still attends the University and is currently in his senior
year but decided to not continue
his running career for the Racers. Bradley has offered his services to Elliott to serve as a student distance coach for the runners willing to run for the pro·
gram..
This will not be an easy year of
transition for the men's cross
country and track teams, but
Elliott stilJ feels a sense of optimism heading into the fl..rst meet
today at Carbondale.
"We will be competitive.
maybe not as competitive as we
would like, but we will definitely
compete to the best of our ability," Elliott said.
One of the current Murray
State students who has joined
the team this year amidst the
leaving of several runners is
junior Anthony Colotti. Colotti
has had an enduring passion for
running and was eager to be presented with a chance to run for

Murray State University.
"I'm using this year's situation
and coaching change to run collegiately for the first time,"
Colotti said. "I've also been
involved in the Offlce of Sponsored Programs to possibly earn
some money for the track program. I'm looking forward to this
year as a great opportunity."
Colotti spent time in Wyoming
last year running and learning
the effects of altitude training.
He spent several months study·
ing how certain styles of training
affect runners.
While running. Colotti has suffered several setbacks, including
stress fractures.
In today's world, where money
often dictates life choices
instead of the other way around,
circumstances such as these are
becoming far too frequent in collegiate athletics.
Although the chips are stacked
against the Racers this year,
scholarships or no scholarships,
these young men are driven to
compete and will not be satisfied
with anything less than a cham·
pionship.

Archery season
for deer, turkey
starts tomorrow
With the beginning of archery sea·
son for deer and turkey starting on
Saturday, my bowhunting buddies
and I have been flinging arrows, hanging stands and prepping food plots for
some time now. There's really noth·
ing like the anticipation before the
opening of a new season, and with all
the preparation that goes with
bowhunting, the anticipation for this
season can be the highest.
bowhunter
A
who's really been
bitten by the bug
doesn't think of his
bow as a piece of
..
~-· i
equipment.
It ......
'
.'
becomes an extension of him; the way
for him to seal the
deal on a successful
hunt.
With
a
bow,
everything must be
,•
perfect First of all,
the deer must be
Will
within a comfortBrantley
able range, which,
Outdoor
for me, is a maximum of about 35
Columnist
yards. Second, it must be standing at
an angle that offers a lethal shot.
Third, the archer has to come to full
draw without being spotted, take
careful aim and execute a smooth
release. If all goes as planned, the
arrow will do its job and the deer will
be dead in seconds.
More often than not, things don't go
as planned and the deer escapes. This
is what brings an archer back, season
after season.
Finally. so as not to leave out the
waterfowl nuts, early "nuisance"
goose season also opens Saturday
morning. I know several of my hunt·
ing buddies around here are geared
up for an early goose hunt, but if I tell
much more about them, I'd likely be
facing some angry buddies. Waterfowl hunters tend to ,get angry when a
loud-mouthed writer reveals their
secrets. I'll end by saying no matter
what sort of critter you're after this
weekend, be safe and good hunting.

~ .,
~·.·-~.·'.~
.. ·

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
for "The Murray State News."
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2004 Men's a11d '"'on1cn's Golf Preview

OVC crown
Champs preParing for fall season Racers shooting for
.
with familiar faces returning

Stephanie Zeller

team all three years
she has played for the
Racers.
Four!
Another
senior.
The Murray State Santic Koch, from Potwomen's golf team is giete:srus,
South
preparing for another Africa, wants to make
successful season and history this year.
a fourth consecutive
"There has never
Ohio Valley Confer- been a team to win
ence Championship.
four
consecutive
"We've won the past (OVC) titles,'' said
three years, and we are Koch.
hoping to make it four
The senior players
in a row," said Head are hoping for a fourth
Coach Velvet Milk- win because it would
mean they won the
man.
This will be her 12th OVC Championship
year coaching at Mur- every.year they have
ray State, and she is competed at Murray
the reigning OVC State.
Women's Coach of the
The Racers practice
Year.
every day at the Miller
Although the wom- Golf Course.
en's team lost seniors,
"Each week we will
Milkman is looking prepare differently,"
forward to the new Milkman said. "We are
year and is impressed really working on our
with the young players short game and playand the leadership of ing a lot as well."
the seniors who are on
Koch said that every
the team.
member of the team
One strong return- has improved her
ing senior is Nikki game and is more conOrazine, who won the fident. The members
OVC Tournament last played many tournayear at the Paducah ments this summer to
Country Club. She fin- prepare for the new
ished the tournament season.
with a total score of
"We want to put
234 and was named the ourselves in a position
OVC Women's Player to contend for the
of the Year.
titlt!," said Koch.
Orazine has also
The women will face
been named to the stiff competition from
OVC AU-Tournament Tennessee Tech as the
Contributing Writer

Ryan Grothe
Contributing Writer

!

file photo

Sophomore Christi Baron hits a putt in last
year!s OVC Tournament. Baron ended the
golf championship with a top-ten fmish.
top five players from
their runner-up squad
return. Three Tech
golfers finished in the
top ten at the OVC's.
Sept. 13 and 14, the
women's golf team
tee-off their season at
the Draper Valley
Women's Intercollegiate at Appalachian
State in Radford, Va.
The Racers also compete in Alabama and

North Carolina.
"We are looking forward to all of our
games," said Coach
Milkman, ''but it is
always fun to play at
home."
The Racers will be
hosting a home event
in March and are hoping members of the
Murray State community will come support
the team.

Coming off a second
place conference fmish
last season, the Murray
State Men's Golf team is
preparing to tee-off its
biggest challenge yet claiming their first Ohio
Valley
Conference
championship
since
1991.
Last
year,
the
strongest competition
came from OVC newcomers
Jacksonville
State and Samford.
According to junior
golfer Kyle Shirley,
Jacksonville
State's
experienced
international players show
impressive talent.
Jack~onville
State
stormed into the OVC
and won the conference
tournament in their first
season of conference
play by four strokes
over the Racers.
However, according
to Head Coach Eddie
Hunt, Jacksonville State
has lost its No. 1 player
while all of Murray
State's
players
are
returning with two
exceptional freshmen
joining the game.
"We've got just as
good a shot as anyone at
winning the OVC cham-

pionship," Hunt said.
Shirley was one of five
chosen for the all-conference
tournament
team last year. With
Murray State finishing
in the top five in 10 of 13
tournaments, he said the
team has high expectations for this year.
The golfers are currently in the qualifying
process. Of the 14 going
out for the team, only
five are chosen by Hunt
to travel to each tournament.
Hunt and the chosen
five will be heading to
Bay St. Louis, Miss., for
the Gulf Coast Classic
Sept. 13-14.
Having
recently
returned from his memorable trip to the U.S.
Amateur tournament,
junior Jamie Frazier is
ready for the season's
play.
"Jamie qualifying to
play in the U.S. Amateur
was quite an honor,"
Hunt said. "We've got a
lot of really good players so we expect to have
a good season. I'll be
disappointed if we don't
have an opportunity to
win each tournament."
Hunt is given 4.5
scholarships each year
to distribute at his discretion. However, to

attract the players with
the talent he needs for
every tournament, Hunt
offers six or seven partial scholarships instead.
The golfmg season
includes 13 tournaments; six each in the
fall and spring followed
by the conference tournament scheduled a
week before !spring
finals.
Shirley said the cours·
es vary in difficulty, but
admits four or five of
them are more challenging. · With
difficult
weather an even par
often equals a top five
finish on some courses,
he said.
The team looks forward to Oct. 4-5 when
the, sport is brought
home to Frances E.
Miller Golf Course for
the Murray State Invitational. The Racers, on
familiar territory. hold
an advantage over their
opponents.
as
the
golfers spend five days a
week practicing at the
course. ·
Hunt said that in his
three years coaching at
Murray, there has not
been a tournament held
in Murray, and he is
anxious to compete
against · the teams invited.
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Drover-22 drivers n<-'£'<1eU 11uw. ComJ.>a·
ny & 0/0'::. ·A~;igrwd Ir.t('tor TraiiP.r
•w.tlk·in Condos •$42,000 hi yearl!
877. 687'·5627. JDC lngt~tk s •t icen5t'll
to Succeed" CDL· A, 6 months OTR.
Onvers: 100% Owner Operator/ 100%
No touch/ Dedicated round tttps. I lop-

l.msvillc, KY to Fla1 Rod;, Ml Gri>Jt JJJY
& many benefits. Make above induslry
~tand.1rd 11cr mtle PLUS rucl Surt:hargel
1996 or newer ttud:, CDl ('lass-A, 18
rnos f l\Wfl£'11t£> B&W lnter.>tatt'/ Tay·
lor, Mi 800-325-7884 txt4.
D1iv~'f!\ 01 -l{eg~rml ru~av11oinblu lur
(Omp.my (lrtwrs & Owner opt•r.Uors ur
the Midwest & Northeast. AI.SO lliung
OTR Company· 0 \ 0s -Solos -learns
1-BO().Cfi.ORIV[ www.didrive rom

Dnvcrsll latbed· C.et your name on the
Mid.J\ugusL I 0 tlriving po$1110tlS
will be open. Home weektJnds. BC/BS,
2 yeah il~tbcd experience. lluddy
Mnnrc rrucking. UG&-704-15!18
li~t.

L)nV(lrS, Kcntucki.lna Trurking, Inc, of
Clarksvclk•, IN., i~ now hiring: Tr~o~xle
and lraC!tlf· Trailer RequirementS. A ur
8 COl , 2 y,.; cxpenence cle.Jn MVR.
Offm: JSk average last 1Z months,
401k retnements, patd vauuons, patd
holidays. insurance. credit un•oo. Call
812-282-0908 or toll free 1-888-288·
8785 for <IJtpoinlment or .1pply onltne
ut ?w.kenturkianatrucking.t oon.

Ouvcrs: Mu~t be owner OJ.lC'ratnf!>. No
touch freoghr . LJp to .$0,861.$1 .00 mile.
NO force() dispatch~ H()m(.' wt<Ck{'nd~.
older trucks welcomed. T& T DcdiCilted
earner.;, Inc-., L.oursvt!le KY 1·800·51 I
0082
~--~--

011\lt'tS OTR Oi!tbedl hllmc weekends.
Med, dental, vt~iQI1, 401 k. StJrt up 10
34¢/ bonus. US Trucking lr'OIS(·.i tu
L.mdstar Owner Operator.> wdroonl<'
Call larry: fl00-82H..a:l)!l
Drtvetl up to 43 CPM! Start 34 to Jb
CPM wlralse m 60 days. 2 for 7 loome
lime Convent1onals, full lx>ncf1ts ('all
1-877-4o;2·5627 EOL 3 mos exp. rf.'<J.
Got Homt'tome? C.ompJny Ratlx-d dn·
vPrs •S.35 ,,n mile;; "Region"! runs •No
UTR• 'I hlthe wee~entls "Hco,Jith/1 >cnt,tlt 40 I k DGI Rewgnr:zing drowrs
nee.'ls for over 20yrs. llOO·SOG-9711
job ol a lifetimel Dnvcr trau~ee no cxpa·
ri<!OO' n<.>t.'<l'<l. Qualtty truck dnvtng
school hiring in your area. Star Trans-

No tredtt checl<, COil·
tract training, 1·877-443-8289

Regional Opportunltre!>· Owner opera·
tor.> dtd you make S150,000 last yearl
Our ()v.ner Operators did!! Are you
mJlo"ng 51 .00 cpmt flot>l surcharge/(
Our owner 11pora 1or~ are!! They .1rc
home weekly. No forced dlsp.1tch. No
NI'.!W Yor~ Citr. No hidJcn deductions!
N o Bull Cal 800-8)2..0350 ext1010
www adtransport.com ~--RYDER·
G[ORGETOWN,
KY
announces ttK- tncrcase of 2 rrujlion
mtles Pfr )'(:arl Call now to check out
our l'lL'W tncrC.JSIXI 010 P.ty P;Kkages.
Call now to dl('ck out our new in~ur·
ante progr.un. If you are a team nr slngl·~ owner OfJCI'cltor ,md .ue I()(> king fof a
secum comp.111y that IS growing. co~ll
today. KydC'r uffCil "gn on bonu~ ror
tl'am and stngle owner operators.
•weekly pay scttl!.'fl1ents and weekly
fuel surclwg~> • All drsp.ltched mll£5
patd •AJI routes dtsr~o~tch out of Georsc:
town, KY !l.loly/nighlly •Dedicated
routes/ DL'f.lic.ucd customer of 15 yea"'.
•No e.1~t co.N fre1~ht •11ome Wt.>ekend;
and holida)S •tud tax, permits, cargo
and tratlt't' imural'l('e ~upplied 'fuel pur·
cha$e ~rarn •cor class A with HAZ·
MAT witli two years expcoence, clean
MVR and background. Kider Integrated
logisttQ, lrn:' 240. W. Yusen Rd.
GeOrgetown, KY 80().925-4268 option
6. EOC/Drug tC$ttng is a condition of
ccmtr.lc.tt~g Wtth Rytl('l',
•
Star Tr,tnlport ne(l(ls innxpenenced drl·
Htltrte n10s1 weekend~. Peteroclt
trucks, shared tuition. rood and lodging
provided. 1-800-455-4682

ver~.

TRAVEL
An affordable• ond bcautcful wedding
chilpel tn the Smnkey Mountains.
Chrt~to.cn cer(·tnt•ny, ptctures, vid~>o,
flowers S150 Al~o pruviding cabin~.
form.1l
wr.tr.
www.weddin~t·
bcllstnthcsmokies.com call 1-800-922·
2052

- - - - - -- -Advertise in the classificds 762-4478.

Welcome Back MSU

EYES & EYEWEAR
(OLYMPIC PLAZA, NEXT TO LOS PORTALES- MURAA Y)

753-5507
ewares
*Clothing
*Shoes
*Jewelry
*TEXT BOOKS
• Compreh~ve Exams for

Glasses & Contact Lenses
• Treatment ofEye Infections
Dr. Douglas W. Payne • Walk-Ins Welcome

~----

==- x-=

Panama City Beach. Sandpiper Beacon
Beach Resort. From 539 (1·2p Of arrive
Suni'Mon· Free nigh1. Restrictions)
PtJOis, river ride. jacuzzi, tiki bar. 800488-8828. www.sandpipcrbeacon.com

port Zero Oo\.\11,

*Literature
*Cliff Notes

Chestnut Street
Mu rray, KY 42071
Next . to P,agliai 's
Tu es - Sat 12~
Spm

FOR RENT
Professional office 5pacc for rent in

Manuf.lctured home loa~ Purchase or
refinance. little or no mooey required.
FHA, VA, Conventional loans. Pre·
qualify before you buy. DeJit'l' and
Rl'altor inquines welcome. 866-729·
6841

-------------------

Wanted: 3 VE:terans & 5 first lime
Approximately 700 square feet on sec· homebuyer.; for Government Guaran·
oild floor, private I?Jth, clasc1~. S600 teed I lome loan Program. Don't Miss
per month, includes water/'>C"Nef, elec· this opportunity!!! Call PMF, lexmgton,
' 800·710· 16'15 EOL
tric, gas. Call502-223·8821.
Re.tch the University market. Adverll:.cl! 762-4478
I rankfort. just off US 1'l7 ne;1r 1-64.

\

tal beds at absolutely no cost to you.
Call Toll Free. 1·800-708-9301

----

MISC.

Auction 10 a.m., Scpll'mbcr 15 •Construction equiprrlE.'Ill. trucks, !railers & tools

"8401 ~ Springer Road, Ashl<lnd, KY
·~MI •AI T~, Ky IRP7096 •J.

304-824-5904 "W\\.W.rmlaiiC!i<n.oom
Attcnuon Homeowner5: 01splay homes
wanted for vinyl siding replacement
windows. No payments until 2005.
Paymenls starting at $89 pt•r month. All
credit qu.llifies. Call 1-800-251-0843

SSCA5HSS Ca5h now ior structured set·
tlements, annuities, and insutdnce payOutS. (800)794-7310 JG Wentwonh.,.
}G Wentworth me<tns cash now (o(
structured settlement>.
ea~h

ior structured ~tlc1'111.'11tl Annuity
p.tyrnents. It's your money! Gei cash
now when you need it O'lmt! Oldest/
AC$t In the busines~ . SC'ttlciTlf'nt purcha~ . 1-877-MONEY·ML
Famtly Health Care w/ Prescnption
Plan! 569.95/mo: ~t network, excellent COI/erage. No limitations, includes
dental, vision, pre-existing cond. OKI
Call WCS 1-800-288-9214 ext.2332
St.trt-up fee required.
I .1m your deRree- Online from home.

hu~iness, paraTegal, comput.:rs, netv.'Ork·

ing and mote. Financial aid available, job
platemenl lliistantc, and computers
pro\ i&J. Call free (866)858-2121
PowCf' wheekhairs, ~ootcrs and hospi-

ONliNE
DISPLAY IDVERTISIIIG

tbenews.arg

Call1&2-4418
tor more detallsl

